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I'm coming in them sheets, we don't need them covers.
I rub your body down, make it melt like butter. 
Then i get some ice, place it on your neck. 
I'm your cardio, we bout to break a sweat. 
whatever's on your mind, i invented that. 
Let's get rough, you the center, I'm the quarter back. 
Now baby, baby, back it up, drop it low, I want you to
move your butt. 
Tonight I'm yours, but lets be realistic, I know you got a
man, Ima show you what you missing. 
I love them lips, thats why we always kiss-in'. 
I lick you up like we was on a picnic. Ha. 
Make you drip drop. 
Ima make you drip drop. Ha. 
baby Ima make you drip drop. 
drip drip drop. 
drip drop. 

CHORUS 
Girl i got appetite for you, the recipe is your body babe,
making me wanna taste you. 
Don't say a word, let me demonstrate, lay it on my
dinner plate. 
Girl ima slowly kiss your neck. 
Take it down low and wrap your legs around my neck,
and lick on your body. 
i gotta sweet tooth for you. 
girl i gotta sweet tooth for you. 

Baby, i'm eating my desert, that dinner lasts. 
i switch them gears, if you want it fast, can't join the
mile high, because that plain will crash. 
we making love baby, i want this here to last. 
i'm just tryna give you what chu need. 
you on your stomach, you on your knees. 
lets play a game, i'll be Adam , you could be my Eve. 
just got your hair done, i'm sweating out your weave. 
i rub honey on your lil tummy. 
daddy's home, i could hear him coming.Ha. 
baby ima go deep, deep, deeeeep. 

CHORUS 
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Girl i got appetite for you, the recipe is your body babe,
making me wanna taste you. 
Don't say a word, let me demonstrate, lay it on my
dinner plate. 
Girl ima slowly kiss your neck. 
Take it down low and wrap your legs around my neck,
and lick on your body. 
i gotta sweet tooth for you. 
girl i gotta sweet tooth for you. 

Baby, baby, ima make you drip drop. Ha . 
baby ima make you drip drop, ha i say, ima have you
drip drop. 
drip drop. 
baby drip drop. 

CHORUS 
Girl i got appetite for you, the recipe is your body babe,
making me wanna taste you. 
Don't say a word, let me demonstrate, lay it on my
dinner plate. 
Girl ima slowly kiss your neck. 
Take it down low and wrap your legs around my neck,
and lick on your body. 
i gotta sweet tooth for you. 
girl i gotta sweet tooth for you. 

Baby ima make you drip drop. 
baby ima make you drip. 
Aha, ima make you drip drop. 
baby ima make you drip drop.
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